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ow often can you say that in order to take

photographs of your subjects you have to lie down

on the ground? Well, how else would you be able to

get a ground-level perspective of the life of an ant, or

peer in close to fully appreciate the form of a spider?

Most people don’t. We walk past and step over these creatures

without a second thought of the incredible and alien-like world all

around us.

Macro photography is an essential part of wildlife photography,

shining a spotlight on the smaller lifeforms that are not only

absolutely essential to our ecosystem but, quite simply, are

downright incredible to photograph! Whether a beginner or a

seasoned professional, here are some tips and pointers to ensure that

you get the best results from your macro photography.



SPEED

A good, sound rule: the smaller your subject is, the faster it will

move. You can get away with a small shutter speed for elephants, but

with birds you have to crank it up quite a bit more, and the same

goes for the phenomenal insect kingdom.

Ants crawling across a tree branch might not seem fast at first, but

when you get in close your perspective changes and trying to capture

one in sharp focus can be very tricky. Throw your lens in front of

dragonflies, bees or grasshoppers and again, you need to be quick

with your reactions and have a very high shutter speed to freeze the

moment. Of course, this requires a good amount of light, which takes

us nicely to the next point…

Colours tend to be all the more vibrant and vivid when you get in closer

to this African assassin bug © Sam Cox



 

LIGHT

Light is your best friend, though a simple spot of shade or wisp of

cloud can dramatically alter your shot. Sunny days are ideal because

insects tend to be more active in the heat and you can maintain

optimal camera settings.

However, always keep an eye out for incoming clouds and shadows –

in particular your own or of others that will cast a shadow over your

Termites, a real challenge to photograph, but well worth the effort © Sam

Cox
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subject. Flash rings are great for still life, but natural lighting for

wildlife is infinitely preferred so as not to flatten your subject with an

overabundance of a front-facing light source.

From top left: 1) Aiming high on a bright sunny day; 2) Details and

personality, even from something as seemingly insignificant as an

ant, can change perspectives; 3) A dice moth caterpillar covered in

sand and grit from a mornings’ travels © Sam Cox

FLEXIBILITY

Tripods or monopods are fantastic for stabilising your camera, but

when it comes to wildlife, forget about it. You need to be flexible and

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-182/macro-photography-up-close-and-personal/samuel-cox-macro-6-2/#main


quick! A butterfly isn’t going to sit waiting for you to adjust your

tripod legs, so you need to practise holding your camera steady,

getting into comfortable positions quickly and controlling your

breathing. Composure, patience and plenty of practise is the trick.

 

Caught in flight © Sam Cox
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APERTURE

Most people, when starting macro photography, jump straight to

their shallowest depth of field, an f2.8 or f1.4, but this is

unnecessary and can become a hindrance. First and foremost, that

shallow depth of field, when used so close, will often slice your

subject into three sections with the plane of focus being minuscule.

You want to show off the subject in its entirety and not just a

segment, so instead try an f8 or even an f16 to give a broader depth

of field to your photography.

Your background is often so far away comparatively that it will

remain nicely blurred, but it means you’ll get more of your subject in

focus and allows more breathing room if it is moving. Of course, this

once again links in to the lighting of the scene: the lighter, the better.

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-182/macro-photography-up-close-and-personal/samuel-cox-macro8/#main


From top left: 1) A female golden orb spider devours her male, who

says romance is dead?; 2) A nomadic ant marches to a dead end; 3)

Crawling upwards with the morning rays streaking down; 4) A

green pea spider beginning to stretch out amidst a morning chill ©

Sam Cox

PERSPECTIVE

This is the one important point that I’m adamant about getting

across to any photographer I’m teaching macro to.

When photographing a lion, would you photograph it from above at a

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-182/macro-photography-up-close-and-personal/samuel-cox-macro-4/#main
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45 degree angle? Of course not, you’d want to get in front of it and be

as low as possible to give it a powerful and grandiose appearance –

and the same applies here.

Shooting something from above can make it seem inferior and this is

the opposite of what we want to do. So getting down to ground- or

eye-level is always preferential.

A sensational, intimate close-up of a dragonfly © Sam Cox



NOT JUST FOR WILDLIFE…

Macro photography, beyond wildlife, is a great way to explore and

represent other subjects. Dew drops clinging to spider webs, the

texture of tree bark, or the vein structures of a backlit leaf can result

in absolutely stunning photographs.

Commercially speaking, the details of a wedding dress or engravings

on engagement rings are always better represented through the

medium of macro, blurring out the unnecessary background and

bringing out the artistry.

Whether you live out in the African bush or in a bustling city, there

mailto:blackrhino@rainmakermarketing.co.za


are opportunities everywhere for interesting and versatile

photographs. The great thing about today’s digital technology is that

you don’t even need a special camera or lens to get involved – most

cameras on phones have an impressive ability to focus on subjects up

close and personal.

It’s all down to how you use it, but remember, by getting down and

dirty, you’ll raise the love for all things often ignored.

TRAVEL WITH AFRICA GEOGRAPHIC

Travel in Africa is about knowing when and where to go,

and with whom. A few weeks too early or late and a few

kilometres off course and you could miss the greatest

show on Earth. And wouldn’t that be a pity? Contact

an Africa Geographic safari consultant to plan your

dream vacation.

Dew drops caught in a spider’s web, glinting in the morning sun © Sam

Cox
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Sam Cox originally studied filmmaking, earning a BA Honours

degree in filmmaking before moving his sights onto photography.

Travelling to Africa since 1999, his passion for wildlife quickly

drew him to focus on photographing the diverse wildlife the

continent has to offer and has seen his images published online with

National Geographic and Africa Geographic, with printed
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publications in Travel Africa Magazine and BBC Wildlife Magazine.

Wanting to put aside work photographing weddings and events in the

UK for a life and career in Africa, he dipped his toes into the water by

volunteering with African Impact in Zimbabwe and South Africa –

using his camera skills to aid in conservation efforts. Since then, he

has joined the team at African Impact in the Greater Kruger National

Park as the Photography Coordinator, teaching wildlife photography

to international volunteers whilst also contributing to conservation

and local community-based projects.
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The Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2018

competition, brought to you by Land Rover South Africa, with

stunning prizes from Canon South Africa and Tanda Tula, is now

open for submissions and we have received some incredible

photos so far.
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The overall winner of the competition will receive a Canon EOS 7D

Mark II with a 18-135mm IS USM lens. In addition, the overall

winner, first runner-up, and second runner-up (along with their

partners), will experience the ultimate photographic safari at

Tanda Tula Field Camp, located in the heart of the Timbavati

Private Nature Reserve.

 

The most popular entries on Facebook, Instagram, and our

Website will receive a copy of our 2018 Yearbook – a stunning

selection of the past year’s greatest photography from around

Africa. In addition, five commendable finalists will also receive a

2018 Yearbook.

 

The following gallery showcases this week’s Weekly Selection. Get

your entries in now and join us in celebrating Africa! Click here for

more details.
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A lioness has an evening drink after failing to catch some speedy impalas in Kruger National

Park, South Africa © Ryno-Vosloo (Instagram/rynovosloo_safari)
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A thirsty hyena enjoys the water from the Cubitje Quap waterhole in Kgalagadi Transfrontier

Park, South Africa/Botswana © Willem Kruger
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An ostrich in the dust near Leeudril waterhole, Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park, South

Africa/Botswana © Willem Kruger
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"In deep thought" – a chimpanzee in Kibale National Park, Uganda © Yaron Schmid
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The foot of a Zanzibar red colobus, Zanzibar © Paul Boyland (Instagram/paulboyland1)
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An alert leopard mom and cub crossing the open plains in Londolozi Private Game Reserve,

Greater Kruger National Park, South Africa © Willem Kruger
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A lioness and her kill in Luangwa Valley, Zambia © Krayss René
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A mother gorilla with youngster relax in Volcanoes National Park, Rwanda © Regi Popelier
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Wild dog pups huddle for warmth in Ngala Private Game Reserve, South Africa © Douglas

Croft
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Honey badger and giraffe carcass in Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park, South Africa/Botswana ©

Willem Kruger
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A brown hyena in Central Kalahari Game Reserve, Botswana © Thomas Colaone
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Swimming lions in Duba Plains, Botswana © Stephan Paschedag
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A lioness with her prey in Maasai Mara National Reserve, Kenya © Dev Raj
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“The smile“ – a silverback mountain gorilla in Bwindi Impenetrable National Park, Uganda ©

Andy Edge
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Two young lionesses engage in vigorous play on the banks of the Khwai River, Moremi Game

Reserve, Botswana © Anja Denker (Instagram/wild.anjadenker)
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A double-banded sandgrouse chick on the side of a road at Masuwe Lodge, Victoria Falls,

Zimbabwe © Blade Bester
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Two iconic tuskers flank a younger 'askari' in East Africa © George Dian Balan
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"Strike" – a chameleon tries to catch his lunch in Windhoek, Namibia © Andy Edge
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"Through the eye of a zebra" in Kruger National Park, South Africa © Gianluca D'Amico
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A sunrise balloon ride over the Namib Desert, Namibia © Ann Lewinsky (Instagram/atravelgirl)
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